
and endorsed a number of remedial measures necessary to maintain adequate 
forces in Central Europe; in addition further remedial measures are under 
consideration. 

11. They discussed measures required to implement the NATO strategy 
of forward defence based on flexibility in response, and arrangements for the 
reinforcement, in times of tension, of NATO's ready forces. They also noted 
a preliminary report on a comprehensive study which is being undertaken of 
the relative capabilities of the forces of NATO and the Warsaw Pact and gave 
instructions for the continuance of the study. In addition, Ministers reviewed 
the status of other defence planning studies including those for improved 
defence of the flanks. 

12. The Ministerial Meeting also provided the Defence Ministers comprising 
the Nuclear Defence Affairs Committee (Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, 
Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Turkey, the United ICingdom and 
the United States) with the occasion to review work in progress in the Nuclear 
Planning Group during the past year and plamred for the future. The Nuclear 
Defence Affairs Committee agreed that Canada, Germany, Italy, Netherlands. 
Norway, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States will compose the 
Nuclear Planning Group starting 1st January, 1970. 

13. Acting on the recommendation of the Nuclear Defence Affairs 
Committee, the Defence Planning Committee adopted two policy documents 
originated by the Nuclear Planning Group at their meeting in the United States 
last November concerning general guidelines for nuclear consultation procedure 
and for the possible tactical use of nuclear weapons in defence of the Treat) 
area. These documents are based upon NATO's strategy of flexibility ir 
response which was adopted in December 1967 and which remains unchanged. 

14. The next Ministerial Meeting of the Defence Planning Committec 
will take place in the Spring of 1970., 

15. The Spring Ministerial Meeting of the Council will be held in Ital) 
on 26th and 27th May, 1970. 

Dedaration of the North Atlantic Council 

1. Meeting at Brussels on 4th and 5th December, 1969, the Ministers of 
the North Atlantic Alliance reaffirmed the commitmént of their nations to pursuc 
effective policies directed towards a greater relaxation of tensions in thei; 
continuing search for a just and durable peace. 

2. Peace and security in Europe must rest upon universal respect for the 
principles of sovereign equality, political independence and the territorial integrit) 
of each European state; the right of its peoples to shape their own destinies 
the peaceful settlement of disputes; non-intervention in the internal affairs of 
any state by any other state, whatever their political or social system; and the 
renunciation of the use of the threat of force against any state. Past experiencc 
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